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Although the discourse is still in the nerve endings of problem consciousness in the 
area of Cross-strait relations, But this paper prefer tend to see it as resolving 
cross-strait political knowledge contradiction and civic culture conflicts of a key. As 
the core concept of whole study, “Political discourse in Cross-strait” refers to the 
verbal content and speech acts about commenting, claiming and suggesting on the 
political affairs of the Cross-strait. Contrasting to individual expression involving bits 
and pieces of information, some conceptual frameworks of diversity, wholeness, 
connecting lie in The Taiwan strait, and represent the idea and consciousness 
infiltration in their respective political space. For such a conceptual framework and 
communicative behavior, this paper calls it “the political discourse system between 
Cross-strait ". 
 This paper attempts to Compare several key words between the Chinese mainland 
and Taiwan and find the reason leading to discourse conflicts centering the question of 
Taiwan. On this basis, to explore whether there is possibility of both sides in political 
discourse reconciliation and "production, organization and control". 
   The research contains six chapters including introduction, which serve as 
chapter’s general interface. The introduction consists of research problem, research 
purpose and significance, literature review and research methods and studies limit. 
The chapter I “the concept of cross-strait political discourse system” is the basis of the 
full text analysis synthesis, and consists of two basic parts. One is the definition part 
of whole paper thinking framework, the other make up the study content of scheme 
design. As the core concept, “Political discourse system” embodies the concept of 
progressive relationship which is from "Discourse" to "political discourse". Combined 
with the reality the Taiwan straits, the paper define the meaning of the kernel and 
external theories of “political discourse of the strait” and “political discourse system 
of the strait”. In the second part, the Comparative method involves Object selection, 
technology selection and selection theory. Among the three sections, the keywords as 
specific operational research tools, occupies the core position, And "one China", 
"authority", "one country, two systems", "one country two divisions", "unity" is the 
sense of the key words in the political discourse about Taiwan issue . 
There is a basic political logic from chapter ii to chapter IV, in which embodies 
three steps (national identity, political positioning, national unity) to solve the Taiwan 
Issue and three concepts ((Nation, regime, unity) at the very heart of political 
discourse system of the strait. At the second chapter, the discourses of “One China” 
between the Mainland and Taiwan are compared and get several finds. The one-China 
discourses of the Mainland include the one-China principle in the Diplomatic Affairs, 
the one-China principle in cross-strait relations the one-China framework. The 
one-China discourses of the Taiwan include the one-China meaning, a divided china 
and one china in the future. The conclusion from comparing the one-China discourse 
is that there is a consensus on the basis of one China but at the same time it still has 















lies in the concept of cognitive gap, the plight of cross-cultural communication and 
discourse power. 
The third chapter relate to a comparative study of discourses on both sides of the 
political position. Both of the side of the strait had refused to give other side 
legitimacy by using the words like “gangster”, “a puppet government” in the past time. 
And now, whether the mainland and Taiwan, they have been using the word like 
“Authorities” To title other side but not oneself. In addition to this, the mainland 
wants to apply the word “one country, two systems” for the future positioning and the 
Taiwan refers to “One country, two governments”, “One country, two areas”, “One 
country, two political entities” for the current positioning, but all of the words don’t 
succeed in getting the consent of both sides. By comparing the finding is there is a 
political discourse spectrum around the topic. Commonality in lineage members 
embodied with similar symbolic form and consistent concept factor, and the 
difference of the intention of discourse, the discourse logic conflict and opposition of 
the discourse relations. By comparing the conclusion was that "one country, two 
systems" and " One country, two areas" which respectively act as meta-discourse on 
both sides are likely to be accepted by both sides under certain conditions. 
  The fourth chapter is mainly carries on the comparison to words of unity between 
across the Taiwan Strait. the words in the Mainland include “Liberation of Taiwan” , 
“Peaceful liberation of Taiwan”, “peaceful reunification” and in the Mainland “The 
unification of China under Three people's principles ”, “democratic unification”, 
“Integration”, “No Immediate Reunification, No Independence, and No Use of Force”. 
The knowledge discovery from the word retrieval and analysis is that both sides in the 
unified words have " large differences but with minor identical". There is consensus 
between the strait which China must be unified and doesn’t allow split, while 
differences exist in many aspects, such as time, method, program and value towards 
unifying. The reason for this discourse pattern is that there are significant differences 
in the sources of knowledge and policy cultural between two sides. 
The last chapter is about summary, diagnosis and suggestion to the political 
discourse between the strait. In this section, the paper firstly put forward an ideal 
model between facts and norms. Secondly, some existing barriers (symbol, concept, 
ideology) are analyzed from the easy to the difficult and complicated. After these 
analyzes, a basic judgment is that pluralism political cultures result to political 
discourse conflict and so the solution can be seek from this direction. but this does not 
mean that the cross-strait political discourse can only passively waiting for the slow 
change of cross-strait political culture, but the words can be constructive, go through 
on both sides of the political discourse innovation to promote the realization of this 
goal.  
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